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Abstract. A multiscale virtual reality approach to chemical experi-
ments has been implemented using VRML, CML and Java technologies.
Three case studies of increasing difficulty are examined to the end of
dealing with different combinations of human and molecular scale vir-
tual reality approaches.

1 Introduction

Among natural sciences Chemistry is by definition a phenomenological discipline
rationalized in terms of an invisible reality (atoms and molecules) whose prop-
erties and rules are based on the first principles of physics. This has fostered, in
the past, the development of chemical models and, in recent times, of chemical
simulations. More recently, thanks to the development of high performance con-
current platforms, the role of simulations in chemical investigation has rapidly
increased and research has moved from simple to complex systems and from
abstract to realistic models embracing full dimensional theoretical treatments
which include both human (meter) and molecular (nanometer) scales. However,
most often, the related computational apparatus is so heavy and the feedback so
poor that the insight obtained from a simulation is very limited even if supported
by traditional post-processing visual representations[1].

Analogues of natural phenomena and visual representations have always
played a crucial role in the development of science, in general, and of chem-
istry, in particular[2, 3]. The most recent step of this ongoing process of making
analogues of the real world is the use of virtual reality, VR (see for example refs.
[4–7]), at both meter and nanometer level. The present computational capacity
(in particular, massively parallel and grid computing) makes it possible, in fact,
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to link the heavy number crunching activity of a simulation with realistic sen-
sorial perceptions of the user at both levels in order to enhance his/her insight
and intuition. To this end, the virtual experiment (human virtual reality, HVR)
and the simulated interaction between atoms and molecules (molecular virtual
reality, MVR) can be combined together in a multiscale approach.

Along this line we are building some virtual chemical experiments three of
which are described in this paper. In Section 2 we analyze the computational
tools used and the objects defined for assembling the HVR and the MVR envi-
ronments. In Section 3 we describe in some detail the HVR components of the
three chemical experiments. In Section 4 an MVR component of a virtual reality
simulation of the proposed experiments is discussed.

2ÿ ToolsÿandÿObjectsÿforÿtheÿHVRÿandÿMVRÿ

Contrary to conventional visualization paradigms, the virtual reality ones when
applied to a chemical laboratory (see for examplet Ref.[8] for a multimedia prod-
uct used for teaching laboratory practices) allow the user to visualize, manipulate
and interact with the computer generated structures and materials of the exper-
imental setup being used and of the processes being considered. This is obtained
by introducing some elements of immersive VR. These elements make the user
an active component of the virtual scene especially if supported by suitable im-
mersive devices like the Head Mounted Display (HMD), the Tracking Devices
and/or the Data Gloves.

In the work reported in this paper VR applications are implemented using a
Window of World (WoW)[9] approach based on the following tools:

VRML:[10, 11] to represent the Molecular Virtual World and to enable
its navigation using suitable VRML Web browsers[12]. A migration to
X3D[13] is planned for the near future.

Java:[14] to automate the generation of the necessary VRML code from the
data produced by the computational engines used in the simulation and
to assemble a dynamical representation of the Molecular Virtual World.
Along this line a set of specific Java classes has been created to associate
the proper chemical and visual properties (like size and color) to each
atom. The simulation provides a description of the system considered
in terms of the number of the constituting atoms and bonds. For each
atom the chemical symbol, the spatial coordinates of each considered
arrangement, the number and the type of bonds are specified. The Java
program recognizes the atoms from the chemical symbol, extracts its
chemical and visual properties and generates the VRML code for the
dynamical rendering of the Molecular Virtual World.

CML:[15] to deal properly, in conjunction with XML[16], with the represen-
tation of the physical and chemical properties of the intervening atoms
and molecules.
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Using the above mentioned tools a typical HVR chemical laboratory environ-
ment was built. A key component of such a virtual chemical laboratory is given
in Fig. 1 where a laboratory bench provided with a fume-hood is shown. In
the figure also some laboratory basic tools are shown. In this virtual laboratory
the user can walk-by, use the various components and perform the implemented
experiments (as described in Section 3).

3ÿ TheÿChemicalÿExperiments

The up-to-date implemented experiments are the following.
The first experiment deals with the measurement of the dependence of the

volume of a gas from the pressure at constant temperature (Boyle law) [17]. The
related HVR environment is the one in which the user adjusts the height of a
mercury container connected by a rubber pipe to an air filled burette. By placing
the container at various heights one obtains an imbalance in the observed levels
of mercury (and therefore a larger or a smaller pressure) as well as a change in the
air volume in the burette. By plotting the measured gas volume as a function of
the pressure exerted on it, one can work out the proportionality constant that is
related to the Boltzmann constant kB [18]. The rationalization of the experiment
at MVR level is given by a molecular dynamics application (the same used also
for the other experiments and illustrated in Section 4). Using that application
the behaviour of the gas + liquid Hg system is mimicked.

The second experiment deals with flame spectroscopy [19, 20]. The colour of
the flame depends on the emission spectrum of the substance added to it. In
the HVR environment the user first cleans a wire loop of platinum or nickel-
chromium by dipping it into a vessel containing hydrochloric or nitric acid and
then he/she immerges it into the powder or the solution of an ionic (metal) salt.
The loop is finally placed in the clear or blue part of the flame and the resulting
colour is observed. A spectroscopic data base allows the individualization of the
colours associated with a given element and the processes occurring inside the
flame is simulated using a VMR component based on molecular dynamics.

The third experiment is concerned with an expansion jet of a given gas. In the
HVR environment a gas is allowed to flow through a valve from a high pressure
chamber into a low pressure region. This generates an expansion regime within
which several physical and chemical processes can occur including non reactive
energy transfer, reactive processes, recombinations, electronic transitions, etc..
In this case too, the VMR component is simulated using a set of molecular
dynamics programs.

Accordingly, three specific virtual experimental apparatuses were built. These
are:

a) A mercury containing container connected to a burette through a rubber
pipe;

b) A platinum wire loop;
c) A high pressure chamber connected to an expansion vessel through an

air valve.
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Fig. 1. An HVR illustration of a laboratory bench provided by a fume-hood and some
basic tools
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4ÿ TheÿMolecularÿDynamicsÿSimulation

Fig. 2. An MVR representation of a typical benzene-Ar3 cluster

As already mentioned, the MVR component of the chemical experiments con-
sidered in the present paper is based on the molecular dynamics suite of codes
DL POLY [21]. DL POLY is organized as a distributable molecular dynamics
simulation package of subroutines, programs and data files allowing the study of
macromolecules, polymers, ionic systems and solutions. We use for our purposes
its most recent version DL POLY 2 (version 2.13). This version of DL POLY
includes a Graphical User Interface, written in Java, offering additional func-
tionalities enhancing its usage in an MVR context.
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For illustrative purposes we discuss here the use of DL POLY for the creation
of an Ar seeded neutral benzene jet. This system is of particular interest since
only a few benzene-rare gasn isomers can coexist during the lifetime of the cluster
in the expansion jet. In connection with the relative abundances measured in
the experiment, the dynamical simulation should predict structural transitions
occurring during the cooling process.

Dynamical calculations are, as usual, carried out by expressing the interaction
in terms of components having simple two-body well-known functional forms
(like, for instance, the Lennard-Jones 12-6 or the Morse ones [22]). To overcome
the limitations of the pairwise additive formulation of the potential that, as an
example, makes it difficult to describe properly the interaction for geometries
other than the most stable one, especially near the in-plane configurations [23],
we have recently adopted also a new-semiempirical potential describing in a more
realistic way the interaction between the benzene and the rare gas atoms [24].

Up to date, most of the runs have been carried out by considering clusters
with two and three Ar atoms. A picture of a typical clustering situation for a
three Ar atom system is illustrated in Fig. 2. The figure shows that a suitable
geometry is that of three Ar atoms sitting on the same (upper, in the figure)
side of the benzene molecule in a quite asymmetric configuration (this cannot
be properly perceived in a single shot picture like Fig. 2 while it can be fully
appreciated in an MVR environment in which the observer can move around the
molecule).

5 Conclusions

The aim of the paper is to show how is possible to use virtual reality approaches
to describe a chemical experiment at both a human and a molecular level using
a virtual reality approach. To this end a multiscale virtual reality approach has
been adopted to deal with the description of the physical environment, HVR
scale, and with the molecular environment, MVR scale. The main features of
the three experiments of different complexity and of the common molecular
dynamics engine have been outlined in the paper. The application is still in
a prototype stage. In spite of that, however, it has already shown to be very
effective. This has prompted us to plan its porting on a grid platform in order
to exploit its full potentiality.
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